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1935:  Getting electric power from where it is 

generated to customers who need it remains a 

critical factor in the electrification of the world in 

general. 

Rural electrification became one of the most 

successful government programs ever enacted.  

Rural electrification took a little longer with half the 

farms wired by 1942, and all of them by the 1950s.  



2018:  Getting broadband from where it is 

generated to customers who need it remains a 

critical factor in the connectedness of the world in 

general. 

Rural connectedness is still an issue without a clear 

solution.  Governmental programs are unavailable, 

unreliable, or unsuited to serving rural areas.  In 2018, 

39% of rural areas are not served.



Washington, D.C.



Funding options must be scaled for rural economies and 

assets.

Few communities – especially rural ones - have the know-

how or budget to bring to their citizens the FCC-mandated 

minimum service, 25 Mbps download, 3 Mbps upload.

There is NO organized nationwide effort to connect 

everyone.   

Connection has been and will continue to be a 

“grassroots” effort.



There were two small cities who desired high speed broadband.  They 

asked the incumbent providers to bring broadband.  

No.

The cities offered to build an FTTH system if an incumbent would run it.

No.

They asked if high speed broadband would be available to them in the 

next few years.

No.

In 2003, backed into a corner, the cities took the only path available,

They formed a partnership and built their own system.  

MINET opened in 2006.

In the beginning there was a partnership



The locally-owned fiber optics company grew until today, 

in spite of robust and sometimes underhanded competition, 

MINET has captured and retains over 85% of all available local business.

But there was still debt.  

Despite a saturated market, debt payment was a cumbersome issue.

So, in 2017, MINET decided there was but one path available:

E-X-P-A-N-D

But how?

Today



Work with an 

Electrical 

Co-op?  

This one is still a 

viable option for 

future expansion 

efforts 

Find the funds to expand?

• The search for funding 

is a quagmire.

• The application 

processes are 

daunting.

• Competition for 

funding is tough.

• Additional paperwork 

creates another 

challenge



Tinker with local sales, services & staff

Raise prices for 

service

The business 

is already 

competitive. 

Do we take an 

action that could 

hand customers 

to the 

competition?

Eliminate Lowest 

Margin 

Service(s)

So, 

kill video.

A deceptively 

good-looking 

plan.

But...

Cut Staff Expense

MINET 

was already 

known to be 

“efficient and 

effective.”  

A lean staff of 

19.5 FTE ran the 

business serving 

20,000.  

Sell New Products

Staff 

was 

tapped out.  

No new product 

showed enough 

possible profit to 

justify adding 

more staff.





MINET began with a partnership between two 
cities.  

MINET understands partnerships.

MINET’s partnership was via Intergovernmental 

Agreement with two cities with a combined 

population of 20,000.  

However, partnerships between municipalities 

are uniquely challenging:  

Action is “at the speed of government.” 



One aspect of the original partnership:  

It was expensive.

The cities pledged their respective utility funds 

to cover the debt payments,

Expecting that in short order income from the 

telecom would handle the debt.

There were other complications.



Decision-makers were 

misled by the original feasibility studies 

Local populations and passings were overestimated

Meanwhile, technological progress asserted itself:

cell phones eclipsed landlines at a dramatic rate

Video content providers began raising prices: 

astronomic rates strangled cable, 

a service that was identified in studies as the profit 

leader.



Politics was the gorilla in the room.

System management became cumbersome as the cities 

resumed their “traditional” feelings toward each other.

It was a cautious, slow-moving partnership, at best.

And MINET was caught in the middle.

It was certainly a learning opportunity…



This was not, after all, a perfect partnership.

MINET has a solid record of 12 years of history, 

economical, political, and operational, as a guide.

Using that, and paying attention to what hadn’t 
worked, 

MINET decided to mold its own future.

So, after being a pawn for 7 years,

MINET reasserted itself, 

reminding the two communities that it was an 
Economic Asset.



New Leadership was put in place at MINET

MINET became a customer-centric organization

MINET now OWNS its legacy market: 85% penetration & holding

MINET reminded subscribers to take pride in what they built

MINET set new standards of excellence in service

MINET began operating as the business it was born to be

In a recent professional assessment, 
MINET was found to be efficient and effective, 

a company with tremendous potential.



Politics…Still an Issue?

MINET crafted a 5-year Strategic Plan to look outside of its 

legacy market for new income.  But…

MINET is a quasi-governmental agency subject to public 

records law. 

All discussions about the Strategic Plan outside of MINET 

could be conducted only under strict Non-Disclosure 

Agreements and only in Executive Sessions.  

It was a tedious 2 years to take the Strategic Plan through 

the board approval and on to inform the cities.



But MINET wasn’t sleeping!

While the passage and acceptance of the strategic plan 

was underway, MINET continued to envision and 

investigate solutions.

The first idea, scalable for use:

“Broadband in a Can”  

Using this plan MINET could deliver gig speed 

and triple play services to a rural unserved or 

underserved city, scaled specifically to its 

needs and assets.  



Broadband In A Can

Earlier this year MINET went to the American Cable 

Association conference in Washington, D.C.

The “Broadband in a Can” concept was shared with 

Oregon Senators and Representatives, who 

immediately gave it their broad support.

“Broadband in a Can” is a viable process that now has 

government attention.  It was recently shared at a 

Democratic Senatorial breakfast to which I received a 

special invitation.



MINET’s most recent professional business assessment 

attracted the attention of a 

private group looking to invest in a 
long term, long return project.

Much discussion (and politics) and collaboration ensued.

A working agreement was reached, subject to 

endorsement and approval of the same Board of 

Directors and City Councils who OK’d the strategic plan.

The partnership agreement is in place, full approval has 

been granted to move forward... 



AFO is building the entire FTTH infrastructure in the city of 

Dallas, Oregon

AFO is supported through bond sales.  Those for bonds 

went on sale at 8 AM, July 17.  Before 8:01 all sales were 

complete.

The terms of the operating agreement between MINET 

and the investor group are thorough and well defined, 

and satisfactory to all parties involved directly or indirectly.

MINET continues to serve its original Monmouth-

Independence market of 20,000, and:



Willamette Valley Fiber (WVF) will serve the 

homes and businesses of Dallas, population 

14,000.

WVF is powered by MINET.  It does not have a 

complex municipal pedigree, though the 

expansion has the blessing of MINET’s Board 
of Directors and owner-cities.

MINET will connect its power and deliver its 

quality product and stellar service to the Dallas, 
Oregon market.   

Powered by MINET



AFO assumes all expense directly related to the origin, 

creation, and operation of Willamette Valley Fiber.

MINET operates the network for which it receives a 

monthly fee and later a percentage of subscriber income.

Willamette Valley Fiber is now building the network.  MINET will 

light up its first customers before the end of this year.  Willamette 

Valley Fiber will pair the speed and capacity that Dallas users 

want with high quality local service, a combination not 

available from any other provider.  (From recent press release)

AFO and 
Powered by MINET



What Dallas Receives:

A newly built fiber-to-the-home and business 

infrastructure, at no cost to the city or its residents.

Speeds up to a gig as part of the triple play service 

delivered by a proven, dependable, effective, efficient 

and award-winning broadband provider.

Competitively priced products, without contracts or 

hidden price-increase agendas.

A new business in their downtown core.

A local office—with real people—to deliver full, 

personal, expedient service to 

residential and business customers.

AFO and 
Powered by MINET



Title from a 
NW Digital 
Report article

AFO and 
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AFO and 

This box of tricks was no help…

So…



AFO and 

We just blew up the box.



Really “leveling up” the standard 

of business at MINET laid a solid 

foundation. Business elevated is 
the norm, a standard nurtured 

carefully by all staff.

AFO and 
Powered by MINET



New Thinking, New Ideas, New Partnerships

Today MINET thrives in a rural community who 

had NO HOPE of having high speed 

broadband.

MINET found its way forward through

QUESTIONS???

AFO and 
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